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she had certainly spent the winter there and consequently had met
no male." The cadence of this is a little mournful, and the moral—
ah well, the moral is obvious: If you spend the winter in a fairly
deep hole, you meet no male . . . The period, I think, is mid-
Victorian.
Since the war began, male and female we have been- tumbled
out of our fairly deep holes and cannot foretell where we are going
to spend the winter—or next week. The Navy, the Army, the
Air Force called up first, their families following when possible,
to be as near as they can; evacuees of the old and the very young
from town to country where it is safer from air-raids; children
bundled off to America, some accompanied by their mothers
after that terrible choice had been made whether this were better,
or to stay behind with their husbands ? The moving of industrial
workers all over the kingdom; the unrehearsed invasion of Britain
by heterogeneous patches of Armies from the Occupied Nations
after Dunkirk and the fall of France; the move inland from coastal
areas during the scare of German invasion; big air-raids breaking
up homes and scattering families;. women mobile, women to the
Services; arrival of armies from abroad, and via England shifted
abroad again; requisitioning; refugees.
People talk of "real" sorrow when they mean sorrow legitimate '
in war-time. This list of legitimate sorrows starts by death on
Active Service of someone belonging to you (a sweetheart counts
as belonging). You are also allowed anxiety over your children
far away, and over your wounded far away. And you may grieve
that you are prevented from doing enough for the war-effort if
legitimately prevented. Nearly all other sorrows have to be
classed as selfish, petty, personal and "unreal".
Among these, apparently, are old people fretting for their homes
that have been requisitioned. Requisitioned is a ruthless word;
nobody can argue with it and hope to come off best. The most
subtle and difficult cases, however, appear when the final arbitra-
tion does not rest with the Government's Emergency powers, but
with the individual and with local opinion.
In a certain little river town, I heard of such a case. Two ageing
schod-mistresses hai-managed between them to save and buy a
cottage with a garden looking on to the water. • Here they proposed
to retire when their work was done. Here, sure of peace and gentle
happiness, they would live and be no burden on anyone. Naturally
it (fid not work out at quite such a smooth gliding motion along
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